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RHO-TECH has successfully and 

competitively won and supplied a 

significant PVC pipe order in Northern 

KZN. This project was scoped as an 

emergency water line to replenish dam 

water levels for critical livestock water 

needs. 

Our team is proud to have won this 

supply contract and it further cements 

Rho-Tech as a Thermoplastic solution 

provider offering all aspects of HDPE, 

Polypropylene, PVDF and PVC solutions 

in the Southern African Region. 

RHO-TECH continually strives to deliver 

any customer thermoplastic 

requirements no matter how big or small.  

 

We have access to HDPE pipeline 

technology ranging from 16mm to 

2000mm in sizes across all ISO/SANS 

4427 pressure classes and continually 

strive to bring market leading technology 

to our customers 
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RHO-TECH Launches its 4437 
compliant HDPE Gas Pipe 

Rho-Tech begin manufacturing HDPE Gas pipe 
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Rho-Struct Gains Momentum 

This month we feature our recent success in the 

HDPE structured wall pipe market 
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McElroy TracStar 1200 

This month we also feature the all impressive 

TracStar1200 

RHO-TECH Win Large PVC 
Supply Contract 
 by Andrew Oliver 

Company 
Newsletter 

RHO-STRUCT 

The All New RHO-STRUCT HDPE structured wall pipe is ideal 

for storm water and sewerage applications and is butt weldable 

for leak free homogenous pipe lines. Available in sizes 400 to 

1200mm ID 
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Orange Marketings as per SANS 

4437 
ISO/SANS 4437 Compliant Pipe. 

 

Rho-Tech has launched its ISO 4437   

compliant HDPE gas pipe. 

With requests for high quality HDPE gas 

pipe on the increase in the South African 

Region, Rho-Tech have taken the 

decision to manufacture gas pipe as per 

customer needs. 

We believe that with our attention to 

detail and focus on pipe quality that we 

are ready to supply the market with this 

much needed quality for infrastructure 

purposes.  

Rho-Tech has access to all the required 

fittings, welding and installation 

technologies required and knows that 

attention to detail is key on Gas pipeline 

design and implementation. 

We can manufacture Gas pipe in sizes 

16mm to 630mm up to 20bar pressure 

rating. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

For more information please contact us. 

MARKETING TEAM: 
Andrew Oliver - +27 31 914 0966 

RHO-TECH Launches HDPE Gas 
Pipe Manufacturing (ISO4437). 
 by Andrew Oliver 
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RHO-TECH is proud to announce that its 

newest product RHO-STRUCT, structured 

wall HDPE pipe is beginning to move in 

significant volumes into the Southern 

African Market. 

 

RHO-STRUCT is manufactured under 

license from the extruder manufacturer 

(Zhangjiagang City YiLi Machinery Co.) and 

is manufactured in accordance with the 

SANS/ISO 22138 standard. 

 

RHO-STRUCT is ideal for Gravity PipeLine 

applications, namely storm water and sewer 

applications, and can be installed in load 

bearing applications ie. Under roads etc. 

depending on the load bearing specification 

set out by the design engineer. 

 

RHO-STRUCT is manifactured in sizes 

400mm to 1200mm ID (1500mm is currently 

in design) in 4 & 8 Kn ratings/profiles 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FAST FACTS 
 

  

4 & 8Kn Rated 
RHO-STRUCT comes in 4 and 8 Kn strength 

profiles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RHO-TECH’s Structured Wall HDPE 
Pipe (RHO-STRUCT) Gains Market 
Share. 
 by Andrew Oliver 

RHORHORHORHO----TECH Pipe PlantTECH Pipe PlantTECH Pipe PlantTECH Pipe Plant    
We are proud to announce that our pipe plant 

is fully accredited with the SABS and SAPPMA 

associations 

RHORHORHORHO----TECH Fusion WeldingTECH Fusion WeldingTECH Fusion WeldingTECH Fusion Welding    
HDPE fusion welding follows the ISO 21307-

2011 and ISO 12176-1 standards. We can also 

perform tensile and side bend testing to prove 

weld quality. RHO-TECH ensures all welding 

staff are continually trained and assessed.  

 

RHORHORHORHO----TECH’s Quality AdvantageTECH’s Quality AdvantageTECH’s Quality AdvantageTECH’s Quality Advantage    
The RHO-TECH team have made it our priority 

to deliver the very best quality products and 

services possible 

We have gone to great lengths to ensure the 

correct procedures and documentation are in 

place, demonstrating our commitment to 

quality. Further to this, our commitment to 

using market leading machinery such as 

McElroy fusion machines with data loggers, 

enables us to perform top quality fusion welds 

and supply recorded results. 
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TracStar1200 
Features 

Abcabcabc 

� Patented Centerline Guidance System for 

equal distribution of force around the joint 

� ISO-compliant industrial Teflon-coated 

heater plates 

� Advanced blade design for smooth face and 

long life 

� DataLogger® compatible 

� Removable 3- or 4-jaw carriage for in-ditch 

use 

� Outriggers for machine stability and 

leveling 

� Hydraulic outriggers for machine stability 

and leveling 

� Dual hydraulic pipe lifts aid in loading and 

unloading pipe 

� Serrated jaws and inserts keep pipe from 

slipping during fusion 

Hydraulic pivoting heater and facer 

 

McElroy TracStar 1200 
The The McElroy TracStar® 1200 brings larger pipe capability to its line of self-propelled, 
track-mounted fusion machines. The TracStar 1200 butt fuses pipe from 16" OD to 48" OD 
(450mm to 1200mm) and can traverse most any terrain. 

The self-contained machine features an on-board generator for powering the heater and 
facer, which is now positioned between the fixed jaws for easier pipe transfer. The carriage 
can be easily removed for in-ditch use. The engine is designed with advanced emission 
control technology that meets the EPA's latest Tier 4 standards, eliminating the need for 
diesel exhaust fluid (DEF). An Automatic TracStar 1200 is available upon request  

 

 

 

RHO-STRUCT 
Storm water and Sewer HDPE 
Structured wall pipe for gravity 
applications. 

The All-new RHO-STRUCT is supplied in 
sizes 400mm to 1200mm ID and in 4kn 
and 8kn strength allocations as per the 

ISO/SANS 21138 specification 

RHO-STRUCT is 
capable of being butt 
fusion welded. This 
allows for a 
homogenous leak free 
pipeline to be created 
and installed allowing 
for sustainable long-
term pipeline 
performance. 


